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The Memristor: ANew Bond Graph Element
The "mcmris[.or," first deft ned by L. Clma for electrical drwits, 1·$ proposed as a new
bond gra,ph clemel/t, on (1.11- equul footiug with R, L, & C, and having some unique
modelling capubilities for nontinear systems.

The Missing Constitutive Relation
Ix HIS original lecture notes int.roducing the bond
graph technique, Paynter drew a 1I1ctrahedron of state," (Fig.
I) which sumnHlrir.cd j.he relationship between the sl.ate vl~riables
(c, I, p, q) [I, 2].1 There are G binary relationships possible between these 4 state variableii, Two of these are definitions: the
displacement., q(t)
p(O)

=

q(O)

+

J:'

f(t)clJ, and the qU:l.utit,y pet) =

+ }:' c(l)dt, which is interpreted ns momentum, magneti(~

flux, or "pressUI'c-momentum" 12J. Of the remaining four possible relation8, thrcc nre the elementary const.itutive relation::>
for the energy storage and dissipation c1ementoS:
~
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U

(Ib)

Fn(c. f)

0

(Ie)

Fdc, q)

What of thc missing cOllstihlt,ive relation (which Paynter draw;;
as n "hidden line" in Fig. ])1 From n. pmcly logical viewpoint,
this constitutive rehlt.ion is as Hflludamentlll" as the other
three!
Recently, L. Chua pointed oul. that we may have been too
hidebound in our physical interpretations of the dynamical
variables \3J. After nil, they nrc only mnt.hemn.ticnl dcfinit.ions.
He proposed that the missing constitutive relation,

circuit thcory; howevcr, if wc look beyond the electrical doma.in
it is not hard 1.0 find systems whose characteristics are conveniently represented by a memristor modcl.

Properties
The constitutive relation for a I-port memristor is a curve in
the q-p ph~ne, Fig. 2. [n this context, we do not necessarily in_
terpret the quant.it,y p(l)

=

p(O)

+ ]:' e(t)dt

as momentum,

flux, or pressure-momentum (2), buti merely as t.he integrated
etTol't ("impulse!».
Depending 011 whether the memristor is charge- or impulsecollLl'Olled we mn.y express the cOIll:ititutive relation as
q - F(P)

impulse-controlled

(3a)

p - G(q)

charge-controlled

(3b)

P or f Ii or c ~

W(p)c

(4a)

M(q)f

(4b)

DifTct'entil~ting, we

obt.ain

Ii

~ F'(P)

p

~

G'(q)

where M ('1) is called thc incremental :lmemrist.ance" and W(p)

e

(2)

be ca.lIcd a °memristor,'j i.e., ~ory .!:csiSl..or, since it IIl'e_
members" both integrated flo".' and total applied effort.
What distinguishes n memristor from the other basic elements'?
What ure its properties, aUlI whut efTects, if auy, does ii, model?
Chua found few applicatiolls wit.hin the confines of elect.ricnl
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the incremental l'memduct.ance." We see that, dynamically,
the memristor appears as eit.her an impulse or a charge modulated
resistor. Notice that for the special case of a linear constitutive
relation, III = constant and W = constant., a memrbitor appears
a.c; an ordinary resist{)r. So memristors have meaning only for
nonlinear systems (which may account in part for their neglect.
till now). Furthermore, a glance rot. the dtetrahedron of state"
Fig. 1, shows th,at, since both an integration and a differentiation
are involved in vie~ring the memristor as a "resistor" (Le., on
t.he e-fplane), the memristor, like the resistor, is causally neutral.
That is, it may accept either an effort or a How as input. variable.
However, there appear to be some restrictions insofar as device
modeling is concerned which will be mentioned in the following.
Since the memristor is a I-port device, it is trivially reciprocal
in (q-p) coordinates. However, it is obvious that :l.ll definitions
may be easily extended to the case of multiport, nonreciprocal
resistors [31.
What then distinguishes a memristor from a resistor? Consider, for example, the tapered dashpot shown in Fig. 3. If we
att.empt to characterize this device on the e-f plane, mistaking
it. for a true resist{)r, we would not obtain a unique con..<;t.itutive
relation, F(e, f) = 0, but rather some peculiar hysteretic behavior, since the incremental resistance depends on t.he instantaneous piston displacement. On first glance one might attempt
to model this device with a modulated R, so that the resistor
constitutive relation could be parameterized by the state vari-
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Memductance curves

able x, Fig. 3(b).2 However, x is not a defined state variable
for any element in the system. ,",nat is required is the displacement of the dashpot itself. s Modeling this device as a memrist{))' eliminat.es the cumbersome modulation, and permits us to
characterize the device as a single curve in the x-p plane. An
important restriction, which is apparent from t.he form of the
constitutive relation, is that the memristor can only be used to
model linear, displacement modulated resistors. A real dashpot,
for example, might have a characteristic like e = F(q)flfl. The
experimental setup to measure the constitutive relation for the
tapered da.<.;hpot is shown in Fig. 3(c).

Examples
We have simulated both mechanical and electrochemical systems with memristors. The mechanical system, which includes
a tapered dashpot of the type described in the foregoing, might
2Not.e:

We are using the effort:velocity, flow:force analogy.

3An example of a true displacement modulAtetl resi!ltor is an electrolytic

solution, when' the numher of charge carriers may vary with the electrolyte
concentration (51. Such concentration moduJat.ion is ll.lways implicitly present in electrical Bvst.ems since the definit·ion of the flow "ariable contains a.
concentration ter~ which is included in the resistance: I = qIld. where Vd =
electron or ion drift velocity [41.
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Fig.' Sinusoidal response on the state-plane
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be considered a crude model of an automobile suspension using
a shock absorber whose characteristics depend on displacement.
The electro-chemical system is a simple circuit containing a
membrane rectifier [5]: an electrolytic cell whose electrical
resistance depends on the electrolyte concentration between
two charged membranes.
The schematic of the mechanical system is shown in Fig.
4(a). The mass could represent the mass of the car, the spring
and dashpot its suspension system, and the velocit}r source the
input due to undulations in the road. The bond graph. with
the tapered dashpot as a memristor, i" shown in Fig. 4(b) (using
the e = velocity, f = force definitions). It is an accident. of t.his
particular system that it is also possible to represent the tapered
dashpot as a modulated resistor since the displacement of
the dashpot i:s the same as the displacement of the spring and thus
proportional to the force in the spring. The bond graph for this
system is shown in Fig. 4(c). Note that even in this case which
has a standard bond graph representation, the bond graph with
the memristor uses fewer elements and avoids the necessity of
defining an entirely different kind of bond, the dashed bond for
modulation.
Power-law relations used for the memductance are shown in
Fig. 5 for the three cases that were simulated. Since, as was
shown in the foregoing, the conductance depends on the slope
of the memductance curves, the curve marked n > 1 corresponds
to a dashpot that has a monotone increasing conductance. This
is reversed for the curve marked n < 1, and for n = 1 the conductance is the same everywhere.
The response of the system to a sinusoidal forcing velocity is
shown in the state plane in Fig. 6. The curves are coded in the
same manner as used in Fig. 5; the solid line is for n = 1, the
dashed line for n = 2, and the dash-dot line for n = 1/2 • These
results were consistent. with those computed using the modulated
resistor instead of the memristor. The case n = 1 corresponds
to an ordinary linear dashpot, and, as expected, it.s state-plane
trajectory is an ellipse. The other two t.rajectories are non··
elliptical, indicating that the nonlinear p-q relation caused
frequencies other than t.he forcing frequency to appear in the
output. The presence of these harmonics is typical of nonlinear
syst.ems. The slopes of the trajectories neal' the velocity axis
(that is, for spring-force close to zero) shows the characteristies
of the displacement modulated dashpot; for n = 2 the dashpot

BO"d grnrh of syEtem £illll;.lated

Fig.7

Electro-chemical memrlstor system

is very soft around its center and the trajectory shows this by
being nearly horizontal. On the other hand, for n = 1/2, the
dashpot is very stiff near the center and its trajectory is very
steep. (In theory, for n = 1/2 the slope is infinite at the origin.
Use of a finite-difference solution, however, replaces the infinite
slope with a large, but finite, slope near the origin, a much more
realistic situation.)
In the system shown in Fig. 7(a) two oppositely charged
membranes~ are introduced into a tarik with two electrodes as
shown. Because the oppositely charged membranes selectively
prevent the passage of co-ions (Le., ions with the same charge
as the membranes), when an electric current Bows through the
electrodes the net electrolyte concentration in the inter-membrane space will increase or decrease, depending on the direction
of current flow. Since the apparent electrical conductivity goes
down as the concentration of ions decreases, the resistance of
this device, as viewed from the external circuit, will depend on
the total amount of current that has flowed through the cell.
The concentration, and t.hus the resistance, will continue to
change as long as there is any current flow.·
We have simulat.ed the system shown in Fig. 7(b); its bond
graph is shown in Fig. 7(c). In this case there are no variables
anywhere in the syst.em that could be used to provide the
modulation for a modulated resistance. Thus, the memristor
is the only possible element that caOl be used to model the
electrolytic tank, short of a full-scale model of the ionic Bows
[5]. Not.e that, although the memristor appears as a dissipative
element, it is a dynamic device requiring the independent
specification of an initial condition, q(O). The state space for
the system of Fig. 7(b) is 3-dimensional, not 2-dimensional as
would be expected on the basis of an RLC model.
Since coneentrations can never be negative, we expect an
asymmetric constitutive relation in the p-q plane; if we assume
4In the model simulated here it is assumed that the membranes are perfectly selective. In the act.ulI.l case a stead~r-state ~an be est~bli~hed at very
high (or very low) concentrations because the gra.dlen~ for dlffusLOn becomes
high enough eo that there will he eorne tlow of the CO-L~ns tl~rough the membranes, thus stabilizing the intermembrane concentratLOn {al.
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Memristance curves

that the electrical resistance is inversely proportional to the
concentration in the intermembrane space one obtains an
exponential memrist,ance curve, as shown by the dashed line
in Fig. 8. The linear memristance shown by the solid line yields
a completely linear system (Le., constant resistance) for comparison purposes.
The results on the state plane projection are shown in Fig, 9
for sinusoidal excitation. As expected, the linear memristance
(solid line) has an elliptical trajectory indicating the absence
of any harmonic..'i. The nonlinear case shows behavior indicative of an output containing more than just the forcing frequency
and, because of the asymmetric constitutive relation of the
memristor, its trajectory is also asymmetric.
There are two apparent restrictions on the use of the memristor as a modeling device. (i) According to equation (4), the
memristol', viewed on the e-f plane, models a linear displacementmodulated resistor. That is, the device appears nonlinear by
virtue of the nonlinear p-q relationship; but the f = fee, q)
surface representing the resistor characteristic can only be a
ruled surface, i.e., a surface swept out by a straight line. (ii)
Memristors whose constitutive relation becomes horizontal (q =
constant) are vertical (p = constant) are usually not admissible
models, since the device continues to integrate the effort even
though displacement is static. Therefore, when polarity is
reversed across the device, a hysteretic behavior may occur in
p-q as well as e-f coordinates.

Fig.9

State-plane trajectories for sinusoidal excitation
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